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Questions - Easy 

 

1 Two pilots have flown for the longest time and the longest ________   in a balloon. 

a) height   

b) distance     

c) duration   

 

2 It wasn’t an ________   hot air balloon. It was a helium balloon.  

a) unusual   

b) ordinary   

c) average   

 

3. Who won this year’s Super Bowl? 

a) New England Patriots  

b) Seattle Seahawks   

c) It was a draw   

 

4 A new report has found that the youngest children in the family think they are funnier and 

more ________   than their older brothers or sisters. 

a) successful   

b) responsible   

c) easy-going   

 

 

5 True or false? Spotify was founded in Sweden.  

a) true    

b) false    
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Questions - Difficult 

 

 

6 How long did the record-breaking balloon voyage take?   

a) 16 days, 6 hours and 38 minutes   

b) 6 days,  6 hours and 38 minutes   

c) 6 days, 16 hours and 38 minutes   

 

7. In American football, players can score touchdowns or ________   goals. 

a) field     

b) pitch     

c) kick     

 

8 When is the Super Bowl concert held?    
a) before the match    

b) at full time    

c) at half time     

 

 

9 Brothers and sisters are also known as...? 

a) siblings     

b) scribblings    

c) squabblings    

 

10 True or false? Some pop stars are critical of music streaming services.  

a) true     

b) false     

 

10-minute discussion 

What sports are popular in other countries that are not played in Sweden? List as many as you 

know or find out more online. What can you know about the rules?      

 

The big issue 
What are the good things and bad things about brothers and sisters? If you have brothers and 
sisters, describe how you are different and what similarities do you share. If you are an only 
child, describe the good and bad things about not having siblings.        
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Answers 

1 B    distance 
2 B    ordinary 
3 A    New England Patriots 
4 C    easy-going  
5 A    true  
6 C    6 days, 16 hours and 38 minutes 
7 A    field 
8 C    at half time  
9 A    siblings 
10 A  true 
 

 


